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“The ANC has never at any period of its history advocated a
revolutionary change in the economic structure of the country,
nor has it, to the best of my recollection, ever condemned
capitalist society.”
(Nelson Mandela: Long Walk to Freedom, p. 435)
How is it that UK Prime Minister David Cameron can say of
Nelson Mandela: “A great light has gone out in the world.
Nelson Mandela was a hero of our time”?
How is it that newspapers like the Daily Telegraph, the voice
of the British ruling class, can express their regret at
Mandela’s passing?
Contrast this with Maggie Thatcher’s opinion that Mandela and
the ANC were nothing but a bunch of murdering terrorists.
Some might say the British ruling class is just jumping on a
bandwagon and hoping to bask in some kind of reflected glory
from the international outpouring of praise directed towards
the ANC leader.
I think their approval of Mandela’s history goes deeper than
that. It fits in with the world bourgeoisie’s global narrative
of how the world’s brutal inequalities should be solved, which
is pumped out on a daily basis by their lackeys in the mass
media. It is also propped up by the remnants of the grip that
Stalinist ideas retain on the international working class (in
particular the idea of “peaceful coexistence” between
capitalism and socialism, which arose out of the deal the
Stalinist bureaucracy made with imperialism to divide the
world between them after the Second World War. This line
constantly tended to limit and hamper struggles against
imperialism, including those against colonial domination, and
blunted them by stifling revolutionary socialist forces and

working through handpicked bureaucratic leaders. This is why
uprisings of ANC militants demanding to wage the armed
struggle in South Africa were violently, sometimes fatally,
suppressed by the ANC’s security apparatus(1).)
Brutal systems like apartheid are based on deliberate
divisions created between working people across the world.
Over centuries they have enabled imperialist countries and
capital to exploit labour power and natural resources
belonging to other nations and peoples. Apartheid stands out
as a particularly anti-human system of institutionalised
racism.
The soothing myth the politicians and media are peddling is
that such systems do not need to be violently overthrown, but
can be resolved peacefully to the benefit of the oppressed
through a “negotiated settlement”. It says that the protracted
and deepening problems of gross inequality between different
countries, and different classes within those countries do not
emanate, as the siren voices of socialism say, from the
capitalist system. They do not require the overthrow of the
system of private property (progressing through a programme of
nationalisation of the banks, industry, and land) but a
process of “civilised” negotiation in which big business (aka
capital) preserves the lion’s share of the wealth while
permitting a minority of the country’s bourgeoisie to
participate in the feast. The bourgeois narrative tells us
that the brutal inequalities we see today (where an Indian
child of 11 can be sold into a brothel for life, while on the
other side of the world boys like David Cameron and Boris
Johnson are born to wealth and power) are nothing to do with
the class system, where the majority who produce all the
wealth through their labour are exploited by a minority who
own all the industries and the land.
This narrative declares that the violence of each side during
the oppressed classes’ struggle for equality can be brushed
over with the “bland screen of moral equivalence”(2) as it was

in South Africa at the so-called “Truth and Reconciliation
Commission” (a useful model the bourgeoisie rolled out across
the world, notably in Northern Ireland). The just violence of
the masses in their fight for the equal redistribution of
wealth of their nation is declared to be the same as the
reactionary violence of those preserving their right to
exploit others.
It says: not only is there no necessity for class antagonisms,
there are actually really no class divisions in society. It is
just that some people are born clever and resourceful and
naturally grow rich, while others are not. The British ruling
class, on a roll with its austerity measures and full of
confidence, has started articulating much more clearly what
really lies at the heart of this fairy tale.
Tory London Mayor Boris Johnson, now positioning himself for
the Tory leadership – treading the ground where the rest of
the Tories still do not quite dare to go – says: “Like it or
not, the free market economy is the only show in town. Britain
is competing in an increasingly impatient and globalised
economy, in which the competition is getting ever stiffer.
“No one can ignore the harshness of that competition, or the
inequality that it inevitably accentuates; and I am afraid
that violent economic centrifuge is operating on human beings
who are already very far from equal in raw ability, if not
spiritual worth.”
Tory Prime Minister Cameron now calls for permanent austerity
– “a leaner state” – in other words a country in which the
hogging of resources by a tiny elite will plunge millions into
poverty, illness, despair and degradation. He wants a world in
which such inequality is simply accepted – as a kind of
natural phenomenon.
Negotiated settlements such as those in South Africa are the
plan B the bourgeoisie rolls out at the point where it
realises it can no longer govern with the iron fist, murdering

and torturing to repress dissent, and that it is under threat
by a militant working class which is looking to the
redistribution of wealth from the despoilers to the toilers.
It needs to collaborate with a selected layer of the oppressed
which it feels will do business, and cheap MLB jerseys in
particular will collaborate in the suppression of the working
class and its political programme of socialism.
This plan appeared in South Africa in the mid-1980s, when the
country had become ungovernable, brought to its knees by a
popular uprising led by an extraordinary and brand new trade
union movement – which above all, and most important of all,
had at its heart a conscious workingclass socialist current
which produced theWorkers Charter, demanding the
redistribution of the wealth and the land to the masses of
South Africa. “The scent of revolution was in the air”3. The
Workers Charter was founded in opposition to the ANC’s 30 year
old Freedom Charter (which as Nelson Mandela explains, was
never a socialist document, but rather a programme for the
establishment of a black bourgeoisie).
The plan appeared as it became clear to big business and
AngularJS,自定义filter实现文字和拼音的双过滤 the banks inside and outside of
South Africa that the productivity and therefore the
profitability of South home African workers had plunged into
terminal decline as a result of the mass resistance against
apartheid.
The suppression of the socialist Workers’ Charter in favour of
the reformist (i.e. aimed at reforming capitalism and not
overthrowing it) Freedom Charter inside the trade union
movement, after the formation of COSATU in 1985, was the
signal to South African capital that the way was open to a
deal with the ANC.
Talks about the possibility of such a settlement had begun in
late 1984, between exiled ANC leaders (in Lusaka and in
London) and representatives of South African big business.

Some may say: what’s the problem? Didn’t that negotiated
settlement bring about the enfranchisement of the black
masses, and the creation of the “rainbow nation” so highly
praised throughout the world’s media? But that deal between
the white bourgeois exploiters of South Africa and a new and
very small black bourgeoisie, together with the violent
repression of the working class and its socialist programme,
is precisely what is currently bearing fruit in the “new”
South Africa. Its government openly pursues the worst of the
neo-liberal policies (fiscal discipline, deregulation, free
markets and trade liberalisation, privatisation, low taxes and
secure property rights) and instructs its police force to
shoot down unarmed striking miners in the back (not the first
time its police force has shot down protesters against its
policies). It is clear why the rhetoric of Thatcher and her
political allies was different from Cameron’s, because when
she was making her pronouncements, the South African ruling
class was still hesitating between the iron fist of repression
and the necessity of a settlement.
The “new” South Africa has resulted in:
The second most unequal society in the world – more unequal
now than before Mandela came to office. The greatest
inequality exists between blacks and other racial groups.
Black income has virtually flat-lined since the ending of
apartheid, wholesale NBA jerseys in contrast to that of other
racial groups, particularly white South Africans.
40% unemployment. Importantly, 70% of SA’s unemployed
are younger than 35, while the unemployment rate among
people aged less than 25 is around 50%50% of the
population living below the poverty lineMore than half
of black children are growing up in povertyAverage life
expectancy declining from 62 years in 1990 to 52.6 years
in 2012A crisis in public services including housingA
collapse in social structures which means the highest
rate of rape, gang rape and child rape in the worldThe

highest rate of HIV infection in the worldThe slaughter
of 34 striking miners at Marikana, shot for demanding a
living wage, after ex-NUM and current ANC leader Cyril
Ramaphosa urged both the ANC Police Minister and the
mining company Lonmin to deal with them, referring to
them as “criminals”.The fabulous enrichment of a tiny
minority, like Cyril Ramaphosa, (currently worth $700m,
which the ANC explains he made out of his business
acumen – see Boris Johnson’s explanation for the
divisions in society), and current ANC president Jacob
Zuma who recently did up his residence to the tune of
17.2m of public money
Was it for this that the black masses fought and died?
And was it for this that the millions in the international
workers’ movement, students and others waged their decadeslong campaign against apartheid, and gave unstinting political
and financial support to the exiled ANC, SACP and SACTU (the
South African Congress of Trade Unions)?
Confusion
Mandela was surrounded by political forces from the 1960s to
the 1980s which sowed confusion by representing him as a
“communist” – including the South African and British ruling
classes, and the South African Communist party (SACP) (under
instructions from their international leaders). The SACP now
declares that Mandela was a secret member of their Central
Committee at the time of the Rivonia trial, which completely
fits with their theory of the necessity for a two-stage
revolution for South Africa. First a revolution in which the
native bourgeoisie would come to power, followed many, many,
many years later by a socialist revolution against capitalism,
bringing the working class to power.
But Nelson Mandela never pretended that the ANC was a
socialist organisation, with any desire to attack capitalism.
He himself said at his Rivonia trial:

“The most important political document ever adopted by the ANC
is the Freedom Charter. It is by no means a blueprint for a
socialist state. The ANC has never at any period of its
history advocated a revolutionary change in the economic
structure of the country, nor has it, to the best of my
recollection, ever condemned capitalist society.”. Later,
speaking about What the Freedom Charter’s demand for the
nationalisation of the mines and industrial corporations,
Mandela said:
“The charter strikes a fatal blow at the financial and gold
mining monopolies that have for centuries plundered the
country and condemned its people to servitude. The breaking up
and democratisation of these monopolies will open up fresh
fields for the development of a prosperous non-European
bourgeois class. For the first time in the history of this
country the non-European bourgeoisie will have the opportunity
to own, in their own name and right, mills and factories and
trade and private enterprise will boom and flourish as never
before.”.
When the constitution of the “new” South Africa was negotiated
(by Cyril Ramaphosa and Thabo Mbeki, ANC leader following
Mandela), a clause was inserted which, according to the ANC
leadership, entirely negates that section of the Freedom
Charter which calls for nationalisation of the land, the
mines, and the banks. Throughout his life Mandela acted
completely in accordance with his principles, which were to
build a society in which a black South African bourgeoisie
could partake of power and wealth along with the white owners
of the banks, industry and the land.
Unfortunately
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In 2006 Tory leader David Cameron was able to say: “The
mistakes my party made in the past with respect to relations
with the ANC and sanctions on South Africa make it all the

more important to listen now. The fact that there is so much
to celebrate in the new South Africa is not in spite of
Mandela and the ANC, it is because of them – and we
Conservatives should say so clearly today.” Fortunately the
National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa (NUMSA) and
other forces in South Africa continue the battle for the
working class and its socialist programme. We should lend them
every possible support in their fight against the violent
repression promoted by the likes of Cyril Ramaphosa and the
other bourgeois rulers of South Africa.
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